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LOCATIONS

Note venues and dates with care.

In San Francisco, CA,

our next meeting is 6:30 pm
February 28, a FRIDAY,
at City Forest Lodge

In color at our web site: http://www.explorersnorca.org

Extremophiles
The Search for Life in the Universe

Dr. Lynn J. Rothschild
San Franciso—February 28, 2014

Dr. Rothschild in the field, terrestrially on Mt. Lassen, seeking critters in
extreme environments.

Extremophiles are a microorganism, esp. an archaean, that lives in conditions of extreme
temperature, acidity, alkalinity, or chemical concentration. Synthetic biology is the design
and construction of biological devices and systems for useful purposes.

The search for life in the universe relies on defining the
limits for life and then finding suitable conditions for
its origin and evolution elsewhere. From the biological
perspective, a conservative approach uses life on Earth to
set constraints on the environments in which life can live.
Thus, we will describe what is known about conditions for
the origin of life and limits to life on Earth as a template
for life elsewhere, with a particular emphasis on such
physical and chemical parameters as temperature, pH,
salinity, desiccation and radiation. But, other life forms
could exist, thus extending the theoretical possibility for
life elsewhere. By utilizing new experimental tool sets such
as synthetic biology, we are extending the range for the
potential environments for life. At the same time, planetary
missions in our own Solar System have greatly enlarged
our knowledge of habitable niches in our neighborhood,
while Kepler and other telescopes are uncovering extrasolar
Earth-like planets providing the first hint at habitable bodies
outside of our Solar System.

Dr. Lynn Rothschild has led NASA’s efforts in synthetic biology since 2010.  She is an evolutionary biologist/ astrobiologist at NASA Ames, and Professor (Adjunct) at Brown, the University of California Santa Cruz, and Stanford, where
she teaches Astrobiology and Space Exploration.  She has broad training in biology, with degrees from Yale, Indiana
University, and a Ph.D. from Brown University in Molecular and Cell Biology, and a love for protistan evolution.  Since
arriving at NASA Ames in 1987, her research has focused on how life, particularly microbes, has evolved in the context
of the physical environment, both here and
potentially elsewhere, and how we might tap
into “Nature’s toolbox” to advance the field of
synthetic biology. Field sites range from Australia to Africa to the Andes, from the ocean
to 100,000 feet on a balloon. In the last few
years Rothschild has brought her expertise in
extremeophiles and evolutionary biology to
the field of synthetic biology, addressing on
how synthetic biology can enhance NASA’s
missions. Since 2011 she has been the faculty
advisor of the Brown-Stanford award-winning
iGEM team, which has pioneered the use
of synthetic biology to accomplish NASA’s
mission, particularly focusing on the human
settlement of Mars and astrobiology.  Her lab is
working on expanding the use of synthetic biology for NASA with projects as diverse as recreating the first proteins de novo, to biomining to
using synthetic biology, to precipitate calcite
and produce glues in order to make bricks on
Mars or the Moon. Rothschild is a Fellow of
the Linnean Society of London, the California
Academy of Sciences and The Explorers Club.
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Lynn in the field
Valle de la Luna,
Chile

Dining at Sea, Well Beneath the Surface — San Francisco

Von Hurson

Langan

Captain Edward Smith was neither prudent not mindful. He was reacting to his boss, the
ship’s owner J. Bruce Ismay, who was aboard. Smith perished; Ismay reportedly dressed as
a woman and was saved for a coward’s fate*. The tale of the White Star line’s Titanic was
told with insightful tidbits by our Honorary President Capt. Don Walsh in a presentation, Lunch on the Titanic, before a sell-out crowd on January 31. Most are familiar with the
tragedy that occurred just over 100 years ago off Newfoundland’s Georgia Banks. Icebergs
were flowing south in a predictable pattern; the shipping lanes were warned: “Steam ahead
with care!”. The giant 45,000-ton steamer pressed forward toward its intended rendezvous
in New York with glory in mind for the owners. A new record (scheduled to be 110 hours), a
wonderful new vessel, cause for celebration.
Instead, with a newly installed Marconi radio antenna and equipment aboard, the captain
ignored caution. We all know what happened as midnight turned to April 15, 1912. After
swerving to miss the ice that loomed ahead, her side was ripped apart to flood four bulwarks.
While she could float with three damaged, the breeched fourth sealed her fate. She broke
apart like a piñata and spilled passengers and goods to the 12,500’ deep. Only one-third of its
humanity survived. In two and one-half hours she disappeared below the surface.
Some seventy years later a French-American team captured side-looking sonar images
of the wreckage. A year later in 1985, Club member Dr. Bob Ballard guided Woods Hole’s
remote vehicle Alvin to confirm the find. Since, a salvage company, RMV Titanic has
retrieved many objects under the condition that none would be sold and that only items could
be brought to the surface that were located between the broken-apart bow and stern sections
separated by 1500 feet. Income would result from a roving display of the finds.
Don’s deep-challenger friend Jim Cameron made a dramatic movie after many dives to
gather detail for authenticity. The site, revered and protected by all, has become a draw for
those who can afford a visit. The Russian deep-diving vessels, the MIR pair launched from
the RV Keldysh, have periodically taken paying passengers, two at a time, on 12-hour round
trips to see what lies below. Over one hundred dives have been made, carrying 80 passengers. On one of these Capt. Walsh ‘lunched’ at the ill-fated captain’s cabin.
All wood has been consumed by critters of the deep. Those who drowned in the sinking
have since disappeared, their flesh a feast, their bones dissolved in the frigid salt water. The
hull is an eerie vestige of a not-forgotten time. Don Walsh is a master story teller.

Chair Rick Saber And Don Walsh with after-talk questions
(l-r) Nancy Nenow, Chair San Diego; David Dolan; Walsh, Karine & Lee Langan
Von Hurson

* J. Bruce Ismay’s coat of arms carried the motto “Be Mindful,” which in light of the Titanic
appears horribly ironic. It is debated in reports subsequent to the sinking of the veracity of
this allegation, fostered by his adversary William Randolph Hearst. The power of the press
seems to have carried the day. and sealed Ismay’s fate as a broken man—either by his
design decisions for the vessel or his decision to evacuate that night. Decide for yourself.
Langan

Guests for Don Walsh’s talk
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From the Chair— Our thanks to Kay Schmieder for
adding such ambiance to our tables at City Forest, a colorful and
unexpected touch for Capt. Walsh’s sold-out meeting. During
Don’s Titanic talk, one could almost feel the icy brine embrace
us as he revealed the first dives ever on that formerly luxurious
maiden voyage, now sadly lying at 12,500’. One could visualize
ghostly, lost souls peering out of broken windows staring at you
through curtains of foreboding rusticles which adorn every square
inch of Titanic. We discovered Capt. Smith’s dark secrets, that of
ramming a Royal Navy cruiser and running Titanic aground on a
sea trial. His ironic statement made in 1907, “when asked about
my forty years at sea, I merely respond with ‘Uneventful’” seems
to understate the fact; we never know our future fate.
Don’s fascinating and highly detailed description of dives on
the MIR submersibles captivated us regulars as well as many new
faces and new Sirdars. Our rapt audience included two Chairs
from our neighborly southern chapters, Nancy Nenow (San Diego)
and David Dolan (Southern California. LA, Emeritus).
Block two special dates in your calendar for March:
108th EXPLORERS CLUB ANNUAL Weekend,14-16
March—Much like the once in a lifetime pilgrimage to Mecca,
this is the Holy Grail for Explorers. Meet Fellow Explorers from
the far corners of our World. You will be amazed seeing the pomp,
glory, surprises and colour experienced during this annual trek
to the Waldorf Astoria. The Awards presentations, talks given
by those returned from Flag Expeditions, and the opportunity to
rub elbows with Legendary Explorers is the norm. The Exotics?
Don’t even ask about this extremely popular pre-dinner treat;
Exotics have to be seen to be believed. Lee Langan is organizing
tables for our Chapter, two of which are nearly filled. DO come
and join us if you can to share this lifetime experience. Simply
google ECAD at http://www.explorers.org, then call Lee and list
for our tables.
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE JIGYEL UGYEN
WANGCHUCK of BHUTAN, Tuesday 18 March—Join our
Reception at the Stanford Faculty Club to Welcome the Crown
Prince. President, Alan Nichols will be MC at this stellar event
where we may learn about his initiation of The First Tour of the
Dragon, The King’s Challenge, the autonomy of this small Mountain Kingdom, perhaps encourage him to accept a small group of
us as a Royal Delegation in 2015. If so, I’ll be first to sign up!
Down the road, we can look forward to Rick Blake’s expedition to the Geysers, a private tour of the famed carrier, USS
Hornet by a known suspect in our midst, and a
grande Chapter picnic at Chåteau Boudreau, their
lovely home in Sebastapol.Watch for the coming
details.
–Capt. Rick Saber MN’01

New Chapter Dues Policy—
Our experiment to seek voluntary contributions to support the Chapter newsletter and
other costs has not proven effective, as a
minority responds. Much discussion has led to
the solution of simply billing each class early
in the year—now!.
Follow-up billing will include a notice
to those unpaid by March 15 that printed
newsletters will be withheld until payment
is received (members). For Sirdars, similar
billings will be followed by the notice that
electronic newsletters will be withheld until
dues are brought to date.
Annual dues, effective January 1, 2014
are: $25 per year for Chapter members and
$50 per year for Sirdars.
Please send payment by check or Paypal to
Steve Smith.
2014 dues prepaid since September will be
honored.
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The Crown Prince of Bhutan is Coming
The details of our Chapter Meeting for March
are not complete at this writing, but mark your
calendars! On March 18, in the evening at Stanford University’s Faculty Club, on campus, the
Northern California Chapter will host a reception for HRH Prince Jigyel Ugyen Wangchuck
of Bhutan, upon his return from attending the
Annual Dinner at the Waldorf=Astoria.
President Alan visited Bhutan in December
(see the upcoming Log) and was welcomed by
the Royal Family.

An Observation about The Explorers Club Membership—

The Explorers Club is doing very well and our chapter events are filled, as are those of the
national organization. The nearly 3000 members of our Club are enjoying the fruits of this positive time. So, I submit, this is a very good time to increase our ranks! It takes a village to do so,
for, try as we may, the only way to grow The Explorers Club is for current members to solicit
new members. It is a one-on-one proposition. This has been demonstrated time after time.
As a Club we have been stuck at ‘about 3000 members’ since I have known. I believe this
has been the membership level for a long time. Yet, there are many more very qualified explorers
among our acquaintances. Let’s get them involved; let’s share the pleasure.
Simply noted, if each current member sponsored just ONE new member, our ranks would
swell. Make the effort; take it upon yourself to find that new undiscovered explorer just waiting
to be brought in as a member!
There are practical reasons: we need expanded support to do what we do. Keep in mind we
are aging too: it is easy for longterm members to rest on their laurels. What we elder explorers need to do, however, is replace ourselves with a swollen body of now-in-the-field members.
They might not know now, but they will benefit from being part of this organization of activists:
this exclusive group (you must be a field explorers to belong) that dedicates itself to promoting
exploration however it can.
The application process is more simple than ever; go to the website. The form can be filled
out on line. The qualifications are straightforward. The Membership Committee is alert. Those
who have not been in-the-field can still participate as Associates.
Go clone yourself. It is the right thing to do!

Postage and Printing—

Those of you who receive this newsletter in black and
white on a folded ivory paper, do so by US postage
Q&A—A question came up on why
and the printing services offered when your editor
we have different Chapter dues for Siruploads the color PDF document that is the ‘original’.
dars and Members.
Those of you who receive it, via the web when notiAnswer:
fied by our webmaster Mike Diggles, receive it in full
It is a bargain for Sirdars. Members pay color at normal web resolution.
annual dues seven times that to National
In this issue we are inaugurating a new service:
and still pay our local Chapter Dues
on the website where you can link to a larger highresolution file that will print in full color at 300-dpi!
Those who wish can, thus, not only get the news
as soon as it is published but, if desired, they can
also print a clear version in color. Simply select the
Parking at City Forest Lodge–
“print” version at our website.
In January, our late arrivals created a Rubik’s Cube
We urge any recipients who now get the mailed
style of gridlock in front of our meeting hall. Neither
B&W to convert to our email service. To do so, notify
safe for emergencies nor friendly to those of us
Dede Whiteside Hicks by email and she will so note:
trapped in the few authorized spots; we ask that all
<dedewhiteside@aol.com>
seek legal spots in the neighborhood, not blocking
It is worthy to note, as well, that the US postage
the front lot or in the adjacent Church parking lot
increased this month. It now costs us about $1 to mail
(which is off limits to us). Be explorers, enjoy the
each copy. Help out. Convert!
challenge of finding a legal spot and arrive early
(We now print 300 copies; let’s see how few we
enough to enjoy our cocktail hour prior to dinner.
will in the future, as folks convert)!

From the Board Your Board met in January at the Lowell Thomas Building, steam heated in the frigid
Manhattan chill. Business was conducted with virtually all in unanimous agreement. That evening we sat around the
Long Table in the Trophy Room to enjoy conviviality and stories from Tim Laman & Ed Scholes about their eightyear endeavor filming the Birds of Paradise; a classic experience in these halls. We also enjoyed the winning film
from the Wild Film Festival’s three days of movies in the Club, Sir David Attenborough’s Kalahari.
On Sunday, a separate gathering of the voting Board brainstormed on the future of The Explorers Club. Six hours
generated a long list of visionary ideas to be culled into reality. It was a very positive, open ended session in which
each participant had a chance to present their concepts. Some could be implemented immediately; some showed longrange potential. All were directed to building our Club in a manner that protects what exists and reaches forward. Alan
Nichols wrapped up observing, “It is clear we are living in the Golden Age of Exploration!”. –Lee Langan FN’99
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Northern California
Calendar of Events

(Venues are identified as soon as known.)

February 28, 2014 – Lynn Rothschild, Life in Space?

!
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February 28, San Francisco @ City Forest Lodge
USE

Our Next Event
February 28, 2014 .  .  .  .  .  .Dr. Lynn Rothchild
Is there life in space .  .  .  . City Forest Lodge
March 15-16 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ECAD
Exploration & TechnologyWaldorff=Astoria, NYC
March 18  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Stanford University
HRH Crown Prince Jigal Ugyen Wangchuck
Upcoming Events (2014)
April 25 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Dr. T. Mark Harrison
Mountain Building  .  .  .  .  . City Forest Lodge
April 26 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . FIELD TRIP
Geyser’s Field trip  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Richard Blake
May 23  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Dr. Meg Lowman
Forest Canopies  .  .  .  .  .  . City Forest Lodge
June 8  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Summer Gathering
Gene & Sybil Boudreau’s home, Sebastapol
June 20 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . FIELD TRIP
USS Hornet  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Oakland
December 7 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Holiday Party
Earlier Chapter Events (2013)
May 11, 2013  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .NorCA Field Trip
Black Diamond Coal Mine, Contra Costa
May 24, 2013  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Nicole L. Crane
Conserving Ocean Resources City Forest Lodge
June 9, 2013 -  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . NorCA Picnic
Angel Island “Expedition”
September 27, 2013 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Former Chairs
Selected Tales, 40th Anniver. City Forest Lodge
October 25-27, 2013 -  .  .  .  Monterey Weekend
Dede Whiteside Hick’s event
November 22, 2013  .  Robert Christiansen Ph.D
Volcanology-Hazards  .  .  .  . City Forest Lodge
December 8, 2013 Saber residence, San Rafael
Holiday Party .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
January 31, 2014 Honorary President Don Walsh
Lunch aboard the Titanic .  . City Forest Lodge

Send address changes and
corrections by email to Dede at

dedewhiteside@aol.com

Date FRIDAY, February 28, 2014
Place: City Forest Lodge
Reserve _____ spaces
254 Laguna Honda Blvd
Name:_______________________
San Francisco, CA 94116-1409
Address (if changed): ____________
(415) 753-8326
Companion: ___________________
Time: 6:30 - reception
Meal choice*:
7:15 - dinner — 8:00 - program
Cost: $49 in advance; $60 after 25 February
Students: $35. (2014 dues: members, $25; Sirdars, $50)
Please mail reservation information, checks & dues to Steve Smith,
email ecnca@oceanearth.org, call (925) 934-1051, or
mail to 402 Via Royal, Walnut Creek, CA 94597

We have an established PayPal account.
For those of you who have an account, you can sign up and remit dinner costs to the NorCA
Chapter by transferring money to: explorersnorca@gmail.com

There is a PAYPAL BUTTON on our website (www.explorersnorca.org); easy to use!
(There is a slight extra fee of $2 for this service.)
*February Meal Options (select your choice)
Stuffed Pork Tenderloin, Salmon or Vegetarian Eggplant Parmesan

In 2012, the City Forest Lodge was sought out as a meeting place in the heart of San Francisco. The lodge is
hidden in a driveway just south along Seventh Avenue as it turns into Laguna Honda Boulevard. The Lodge
has the catering and space needs we require, and our meetings this year have proved it is working!
Location details should be researched in advance
There is parking, and the location, while unfamiliar to some, is easy to find tucked away just across from
the City’s Laguna Honda Hospital. Once the lot is full, park within the neighborhood, just uphill to the west.
Muni access is VERY easy from downtown via the light-rail Taraval ‘L’ Line and Ocean View ‘M’ Line.
Exit at the Forest Hill station and walk a block north. These lines can be reached by BART and the Peninsula’s CalTrain. (Forest Hill Station is located deeper underground than any other Muni Metro station; so much
so that, unlike other stations, most people use an elevator to reach the platform at Forest Hill.)

